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Abstract—Finding a framework that provides continuous,
reliable, secure and sustainable diversified smart city services
proves to be challenging in today’s traditional cloud centralized
solutions. This article envisions a Mobile Edge Computing (MEC)
solution that enables node collaboration among IoT devices to
provide reliable and secure communication between devices and
the fog layer on one hand, and the fog layer and the cloud layer on
the other hand. The solution assumes that collaboration is
determined based on nodes’ resource capabilities and cooperation
willingness. Resource capabilities are defined using ontologies,
while willingness to cooperate is described using a three-factor
node criteria, namely: nature, attitude and awareness. A learning
method is adopted to identify candidates for the service
composition and delivery process. We show that the system does
not require extensive training for services to be delivered correct
and accurate. The proposed solution reduces the amount of
unnecessary traffic flow to and from the edge, by relying on nodeto-node communication protocols. Communication to the fog and
cloud layers is used for more data and computing-extensive
applications, hence, ensuring secure communication protocols to
the cloud. Preliminary simulations are conducted to showcase the
effectiveness of adapting the proposed framework to achieve
smart city sustainability through service reliability and security.
Results show that the proposed solution outperforms other semicooperative and non-cooperative service composition techniques
in terms of efficient service delivery and composition delay, service
hit ratio, and suspicious node identification.
Keywords — Next Generation Networks,
Sustainable Smart City.
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I. INTRODUCTION
As part of ongoing development and advancement to IoT
technology for a more sustainable and improved smart city
infrastructure, Fog- and Mobile Edge- Computing (MEC) were
introduced as two unique state-of-the-art solutions that provide
enhanced and faster service delivery for cloud subscribers [1].
Fog Computing and MEC were first adopted to offload cloud
computational and storage facilities closer to mobile users for
data pre-processing and then moved towards data and service
provisioning lately. Fog nodes act as both clients and servers,
such that it can acquire services from the cloud and/or provide
services to IoT devices. Traditionally, IoT devices sent sensed
data to and/or acquired data and services directly from the
cloud, which was time consuming. Certain smart city
applications, especially in the health-care or emergency sectors
could not tolerate such delays. With the introduction of fog and

MEC, data analysis and service acquisition are processed at a
faster pace.
Smart cities are growing on a daily basis, and are providing
faster, sustainable and more diverse services for societies in a
variety of areas such as traffic, health-care, education and much
more. Service enhancement and faster service delivery are two
ingredients towards a successful sustainable smart city [2].
With the abundance of more powerful and smarter IoT devices
such as smart phones and sensors, traditional fog and cloud
solutions are no longer optimal solutions. For instance, having
many devices connect to the same access point, located at the
fog or cloud layers, would cause services to be delivered with
increased latencies. Although fog and MEC solutions have
supported delay intolerant applications, having cloud data and
services replicated to the fog layer introduces extra overhead
that many researchers may neglect. Moreover, maintaining
such replica sites is another complex issue that must be
considered. The concept of using node-to-node communication
[3] or distributed solutions [4] to compose and deliver services
has been a favoured trend lately [5]. Certainly, if not most,
smart city services such as multimedia, social, and vehicular
applications, would benefit from next generation node-to-node
networks for service delivery, composition, enhancement,
analysis and much more [6].
This article introduces a state-of-the-art technique for node
cooperation and collaboration. Nodes are examined according
to certain cooperation willingness criteria to determine their
ability and capability of joining other nodes in delivering
enhanced, faster, sustainable and more productive smart city
services to users. Those criteria, namely, nature, attitude and
awareness are all affected by each other. A learning technique
that determines how well a node is suitable for cooperation
under certain network conditions is developed. Such technique
is proved to be less reliant on offline training, thus ensuring
faster compositions and service delivery. The service
composition process may occur on three different layers:
compositions using mobile nodes only, compositions using a
mix of fog/edge devices and mobile nodes, and compositions
using fog/edge devices only.
By reducing data traffic to the fog and cloud layer,
datacenters and storage sites are not only capable of processing
service and data requests at reduced latencies, but also data
traffic to and from the fog and cloud can be analyzed for
suspicious activities. In this article, in addition to the

cooperative technique introduced, communication between
mobile nodes and fog/edge devices is examined for intrusion
detection through a data traffic analysis, reduction and
classification technique. Using a learning technique, traffic is
determined as either trusted or a threat. The same data traffic
analysis mechanism is used for communication between
fog/edge devices and the cloud. Simulations are conducted on
three different service composition and delivery techniques,
namely, the proposed mobile node and fog cooperative
solution, a cooperative fog solution, and a traditional fog to
cloud solution. Results showed the effectiveness of the
cooperation and intrusion detection strategies using the
proposed technique in terms of efficient service delivery and
composition delay, service hit ratio, and suspicious node
identification.
The contributions and findings of the proposed work are
summarized as follows:
•

•

•

•

Introduce a novel node characteristics identification
technique that determines a node’s willingness and
capability to cooperate with other nodes to compose
complex cloud services. Node capabilities are determined
through its ontological property descriptions, while node
willingness uses a fuzzification function to determine its
level of intelligent awareness, attitude and nature towards
task distribution and collaboration.
Since the process of determining node willingness and
capability may be time-consuming, we develop a
reinforcement learning technique to select service
composition patterns that have been proven to provide
adequate QoS results to speed up the overall composition
process.
Introduce an ensemble-based intrusion detection system
(E-IDS) with three base classifiers, namely, Support
Vector Machine (SVM), Deep Belief Network (DBN), and
eXtreme Gradient Boost (XGBoost). E-IDS is adapted into
the fog and cloud, such that intrusion detection and
classification are conducted separately at the fog and cloud,
respectively.
Conducted thorough simulations to test the proposed
cooperative service composition solution against other
cooperative and non-cooperative solutions to determine its
superiority and adequacy in terms of efficient service
composition and delivery latency, and intrusion detection.

The rest of this article is structured as follows. Section II
considers related work in the literature. Section III provides an
overview of the problem and the solution through an
architecture. Section IV discusses the three cooperation criteria
in details. Section V focuses on the reinforcement learning part
used for service composition. The secure communication
aspect of the solution is looked at in Section VI. Simulation
results are considered in Section VII. Finally, Section VIII
concludes the paper with some future work considerations.
II. RELATED WORK
To achieve a sustainable service provisioning solution,
resource distribution can be adapted to smart city frameworks
[7]. Distributing resources at the edge of the network, closer to
the user, provides benefits in the form of low latency and

service diversity. Most of the work focuses on fog-enabled
architectures and application-specific architectures using fog
computing [8]. Very little work has been considered on
providing sustainable, reliable and secure communication
among different cloud and fog entities. In [9], the authors
proposed a smart sustainable city framework that integrates
cloud, fog, and agent computing together into one architecture.
Distributed fog servers are used to host critical services for
agents’ locations and coordination that act as brokers,
matchmakers and facilitators. Edge devices are modeled as
autonomous agents that interact with each other and with fog
units. Fog servers act as intermediate entities for activates with
lower edge devices’ agents and with higher-level cloud services
and resources. Simulation results show that the proposed
solution provides high performance in terms of service response
time, if a self-regulating model is used
In [10] the authors proposed a vehicular fog service solution
using a three-layered architecture. A central cloud exists on the
top layer which consists of a fully trusted authority. Vehicular
fogs are placed on the second layer, where each is composed of
a road side unit and multiple server-vehicles. The last layer
consists of vehicular clients with on-board units equipped on
each client-vehicle. Mutual authentication between roadside
units and on-board units is used to grant client-vehicles access
to the vehicular fog. The authentication is based on the
signature from the cloud trusted authority. Malicious behaviour
can be detected by neighbouring vehicles in a vehicular fog,
which is then reported to the trusted authority for server access
revocation.
Li et al. [11] proposed a fog-assisted trustworthy packet
forwarding scheme for effective and safe data transmission.
The authors design a logical joint edge community model that
considers fog nodes to study the influence of fog nodes on data
forwarding. According to the results, nodal community activity
and social similarity for fog nodes and mobile devices is
redesigned to adapt a new set of forwarding rules. The selfadaptive forwarding algorithm uses improved seeds expansion
and random walks algorithms to provide data forwarding
security and reliable privacy protection. Direct communication
between mobile devices is secured against leakage or theft of
privacy on information stored on fog nodes and base stations.
Contact probability and service degree are used as weight
vector elements of links between node pairs to provide the
trustworthiness support. Experimental results show enhanced
packet delivery ratio and reduced latency.
Tang et al. [12] introduced a hierarchical distributed fog
computing architecture to allow for the integration of different
smart city infrastructure components and services. Moreover,
intelligence through data representation and feature extraction
is use to identify anomalous and hazardous events, hence,
offering optimal service responsiveness and control. Both
supervised and non-supervised machine learning algorithms are
adapted to detect data anomalies. A prototype was implemented
using smart pipeline monitoring through a four-layered fog
paradigm to demonstrate the effectiveness of the solution in
terms of service response time and the reduced number of
service requests submitted to the cloud.

In [13] the authors proposed a load balancing technique to
provide a secure and sustainable load balancing technique of
edge datacenters in fog computing. The solution uses an
adaptive edge datacenter secure authentication technique with
the aid of a centralized cloud datacenter. The authentication
process is initiated by the cloud and then all edge datacenters
authenticate each other following the cloud. Each load of the
edge datacenters is considered through information sharing
with edge devices during the authentication process, so that no
extra communication overhead is added when retrieving the
load information from other edge datacenters. By adapting this
authentication process, simulation results show that malicious
edge devices are identified and avoided.
Shojafar et al. [14] developed a scheduler for the adaptive
tuning
of
input/output
traffic
and
resource
reconfiguration/consolidation of virtualized fog platforms for
single-hop vehicular TCP/IP links. The objective of the work is
to reduce energy consumption of fog nodes for resourceintensive and delay-sensitive Infrastructure-to-Vehicle (I2V)
services. The scheduler performs admission control of the input
traffic to be processed by the fog nodes, dispatching of the
admitted traffic, adaptive reconfiguration and consolidation of
the virtual machines hosted by the fog nodes, and traffic
control. System performance tests were conducted to test the
solution’s capabilities in terms of processing delay, rate jitter,
and traffic rate under different scenarios that consider node
mobility, wireless fading and resource costs.
In [15], the authors designed a distributed and adaptive
cognitive resource management controller for vehicular access
networks. Energy and computing-limited car smartphones are
able to utilize the available V2I Wi-Fi connections and perform
traffic offloading towards local and remote cloud datacenters.
This process is achieved by ascending to a spectral-limited
wireless backbone that is built up by multiple Roadside Units
(RSUs). The resource management problem is modeled as a
stochastic network utility maximization problem. As such, the
controller dynamically allocates the access time-windows at the
serving RSUs, as well as the access rates and traffic flows at the
vehicular clients. Moreover, the solution adapts to mobility and
fading-induced changes in the vehicular network. Lastly, it
exploits cognitive radio support to maximize energy and
bandwidth efficiency of the vehicular access network.
Yangui et al. [16] proposed a solution based on the
Platform-as-a-Service
(PaaS)
architecture
and
the
REpresentational State Transfer (REST) paradigm for
application provisioning automation in hybrid fog/cloud
environments. The enhanced architecture is composed of four
layers: Application development, application deployment,
application hosting and execution, and application
management. The first layer allows for the composition of
components and communication with IoT devices. The second
layer consists of a module called the Deployer responsible for
placing the applications at either the cloud or fog. A controller
that interacts with the deployer sets the locations of the
components. The third layer is responsible of orchestrating the
execution flow between service containers of an application
spanned across the cloud and fogs. It also coordinates the
exchanges of messages. The last layer interacts with all other
layers for the purposes of managing application QoS, migrating

the components from the cloud to the fog and vice versa (or
between different fogs). A validation scenario is given using a
fire detection and fighting application. Temperature sensors and
robots are used as fire detectors and fire fighters, respectively.
Resource management in the fog/cloud architecture is
considered in [17]. A QoS-aware dynamic fog service
provisioning framework is proposed to dynamically deploy and
release new and old application services on fog nodes,
respectively. Two algorithms are proposed, namely, Min-Viol
and Min-Cost. The first aims at minimizing the delay
violations, while the later minimizes the total cost. The MiniViol algorithm deploys on fog nodes services with high
demands with respect to QoS requirements by continuously
monitoring the traffic from different services. On the contrary,
the Min-Cost algorithm checks whether deploying or releasing
services will increase or decrease revenue and cost,
respectively. The deployment and releasing process is achieved
according to the incoming traffic rates to the fog nodes.
Simulation results showed that delay and overall cost is reduced
but at the cost of slower runtimes.
The authors in [18] presented a distributed fog architecture
that is hierarchal in nature to support big numbers of
infrastructure entities and services for smart cities. The idea
behind their work is to deploy large number of sensors through
large-scale geospatial sensing networks serviced by different
fogs to perform big data analysis, identify anomalous and
hazardous events, then offer optimal and on-time responses.
Their architecture is composed of four layers. The top layer
consists of the cloud and serves very high latency computing
tasks that would take days to years to analyze and process. The
second layer through the fourth consists of different fog entities
for faster service responsiveness. For instance, the second layer
contains intermediate computing nodes used to make quick
responses to control the infrastructure whenever hazardous
events occur. Computing nodes at the second layer are
connected to the cloud data centers in layer 1 on one hand, and
to edge computing nodes in layer 3 on the other. Edge nodes
are responsible for a group of sensors from the first layer. The
edge nodes have high performance characteristics with lowpower consumption. The first layer manages the sensing
networks dispatched on different smart city infrastructures. The
authors constructed a working prototype for pipeline
monitoring to test the proposed cloud solution with different
layers of the architecture.
Yan et al. [19] proposed a fog-based data storage and
processing solution for improving the smart meter
infrastructure deployed in some cities. To reduce data
transmission to the centralized cloud entity, certain smart
meters are selected as fog nodes, such that smart meters are
grouped together, forming clusters. One of the smart meters in
each cluster is selected for data storage in regards to the
collected information from each meter. The collected data from
each fog node is then stored onto the cloud for backup purposes
only. Modules on the fog nodes are used to duplicate and split
the data to be distrusted onto different smart meters. The
purpose of such a solution is to offload data processing from
the centralized cloud to distributed fog nodes.

To the best of the authors’ knowledge, the work illustrated
in this article is the first to envision a node willingness-tocooperate technique that uses three criteria to classify the IoT
devices’ abilities to cooperate for the purpose of service
composition and delivery. The objective of the work is to
distribute the work among different nodes at the IoT layer and
reduce both fog and cloud workload. The proposed technique
allows for most smart city services to be delivered
independently from the cloud for more time-sensitive
applications. The solution provides a more secure
communication to the fog and cloud by integrating intrusion
detection techniques.

With the advances in node-to-node communication using
Ad Hoc networks such as Mobile Ad Hoc Networks (MANET)
[23] and Vehicular Ad Hoc Networks (VANET) [24], in
addition to data replication strategies [25], self-reliant
distributed service composition and delivery techniques have
become a promising solution for the ever-growing urban smart
cities. Figure 1 provides an overview of the entity interactions
at different layers of a smart city environment. It is interesting
to note that public vehicular transportation systems, such as
trains and buses may act as both fogs with F2C and F2F
communication capabilities and/or vehicular nodes with nodeto-node communication capabilities.

III. PROBLEM AND SOLUTION OVERVIEW
Smart cities have benefited from cloud computing through
its deviant processing, storage and networking capabilities. By
distributing a plethora of sensing devices in smart cities, for
different sectors such as traffic, health-care, environmental and
governmental, data collected is sent to the cloud for processing
and analysis. Traffic congestions in certain areas are eliminated,
health-care services have become more available and user
friendly, and environmental pollutions have been reduced for
some cases. Although such a solution that heavily relied on a
centralized entity proved to be successful at one point, with
today’s wide variety of smart city applications and the
overabundant numbers in resource-rich sensors and mobile
devices, traditional cloud solutions are no longer ideal choices.
Many of today’s smart city applications are time-sensitive and
cannot tolerate large delays, especially in life-threatening
situations such as remote surgeries or building gas leaks.
As fog computing was introduced to offload cloud tasks, the
concept of Fog-to-Cloud (F2C) communication became a
widely accepted architecture for smart cities [20]. Certain user
requests received at the cloud are offloaded to the fog when
resources are not available to assure continuous and timely
service delivery. During the early stages of fog computing,
nodes did not communicate directly with the fog. But with the
introduction of MEC, service requests were sent directly to the
fog for faster service responsiveness through the edge devices.
In this article, we refer to such communication as node-to-fog
(N2F). As the fog computing strategy became widely accepted,
the idea of having fog nodes collaborate for resource sharing
through a more distributed service provisioning solution
became a practical solution through fog-to-fog (F2F)
communication [21]. At first, whenever service requests
received at a certain fog are determined to be not achievable
due to the limited resources of the fog, such requests are shared
among the neighbouring fogs to identify the fog capable of
fulfilling the request. If none of the fogs are able to fulfill the
request, then the request is forwarded to the cloud. Although
such a solution provided QoE-enabled service delivery for
certain requests, load balancing and resource sharing among
cooperating fogs is not achieved, thus leading to high latencies
whenever a fog is not found to deliver the service. To solve this
issue, a cooperative approach that shares part of each fog’s
resources to compose and deliver simple and complex cloud
services was proposed in [22]. Incentives in the form of profit
maximization for cooperating fogs is achieved leading to not
only adequate times for service delivery, but also adherence to
agreed upon QoS.

Fig.1. Types of communication involved in a typical smart city scenario. A
three-layer structure is adopted, namely, the cloud layer, the fog layer, and the
IoT device layer. The communication involved between the layers are: nodeto-node communication, node-to-fog communication (N2F), fog-to-fog
communication (F2F), and fog-to-cloud communication (F2C).

In this article an architecture is proposed and is integrated
within the three layers of the smart city communication
paradigm as shown in Figure 2. At the cloud layer, three
modules are available, namely, 1) replica management,
responsible of creating and maintaining replicas, in addition to
selecting replica nodes, 2) service composition, responsible of
composing both simple and complex cloud services, and 3)
intrusion classification, used to avoid different types of attacks
at the cloud data center and storage sites. At the fog layer, three
modules are available, namely, 1) cache management, use for
selecting mobile cache nodes from the IoT layer, as well as
creating and maintain data for each cache, 2) Trusted-Third
Party (TTP) service mediators, which are service negotiating
entities responsible for selecting the most optimal set of fog
resources according to user QoE preferences, and 3) intrusion
detection, used to avoid different types of attacks at fog
processing and storage nodes. At the IoT layer, four modules
are integrated within each IoT device, namely, 1) service

discovery, for discovering neighbouring node capabilities, 2)
service selection, for selecting nodes according to the needed
resources at different stages of a service composition workflow,
3) service composition, the algorithm used for composing both
simple and complex service, and 4) Node characteristics, which
describes each IoT device’s characteristics according to the
three criteria to determine a node’s willingness and its ability
for cooperation to compose simple and complex services.

determined using ontologies [37]. A node’s cooperative score
is hence determined as follows:
𝐶"#$ = 𝜔'() × 𝐶𝑃"#$ + 𝜔'-(. × 𝐶𝑅"#$

(1)

where 𝐶𝑃"#$ and 𝐶𝑅"#$ are the capability and characteristic
scores for a node respectively. 𝜔'() and 𝜔'-(. are the weights
assigned for capability and characteristic scores respectively, to
define the relative importance of each on the overall function.
Nodes with high 𝐶"#$ values indicate their willingness and
capability of performing all or part of the requested service. The
cooperative score is stored at the TTP and shared among other
fog nodes and IoT devices.
Using the cooperative function defined in (1), highly
cooperative nodes capable of providing a requested service are
selected to create composition paths (i.e. cooperative nodes
connected together directly or indirectly) to deliver composed
services. The selection of the most optimal path is dependent
on a learning method described in Section V. Given the node
capabilities and characteristics, the service discovery, selection
and composition process becomes more reliable and resistant to
suspicious nodes.

Fig.2. Smart city service provisioning architecture with three different layers:
Cloud, Fog, and IoT Devices.

The work discussed in this article is built upon the work in
[22] and [26], and will focus mainly on describing the node’s
willingness-to-cooperate
characteristics,
the
service
composition process which is dependent on the aforementioned
node characteristics, and intrusion detection at the fog and
cloud layers. For details in regards to replica and cache
management, the reader may refer to our previous work in [27][30]. When services are requested from service mediators (i.e.
TTPs), a QoE game theory is established. The game theory
assumes that service requesters and providers play in
accordance to their best interest, such that providers aim for
maximized service costs and requesters aim for reduced service
costs and higher service quality. TTP service mediation
considers nodes’ capabilities and characteristics when
identifying and selecting fog resources (i.e. services) for
requesters. TTPs are rewarded for their negotiation efforts in
terms of the number of rounds taken to determine the optimal
choice of service. For more details in regards to the TTP service
mediation process, the reader may refer to [31]-[33]. Finally,
for service discovery and selection, the reader may refer to [34][36].
IV. IOT DEVICE CAPBILITES AND CHARACTERISTICS
IoT device cooperation for simple and complex service
delivery and resource sharing can be accomplished optimally
when nodes’ characteristics and capabilities are known in
advance by neighbouring nodes. Characteristics are determined
using the three-criteria node description, while capabilities are

A. Node Capabilites
Nodes’ hardware and software capabilities are the main two
service types for most IoT devices. Whenever a request for
service is received at an IoT device, determining the node’s
capability is achieved by comparing the syntactic and semantic
similarity of the request to the devices capabilities as described
in the ontology. For instance, a request for the addition of an
audio effect to a multimedia file as part of the service
composition process would require that the ontology
description file for the device willing to cooperate have its
ontology description properties compared in terms of semantic
similarity. Semantic similarity compares the property
descriptions of the cooperative node and the requested service
description to determine the number of matching features.
Semantic distance is also used to determine whether disjoint
properties (i.e. non-matching properties) are somewhat similar,
by measuring the distance between the ontology classes of the
requested object properties. An example of an ontology
structure is given in Figure 3. Details in regards to ontology
syntax, semantics and the mathematical functions used for
measuring semantic similarity and distance can all be found in
[38] and is out of the scope of this article.
A node’s capability score is derived by comparing
ontological property descriptions of node 𝑀𝑁6 and service
request 𝑆𝑅8 as follows:
𝐶𝑃"#$ =

9𝐹"#$ ∩ 𝐹<=> 9
9𝐹"#$ ∩ 𝐹<=> 9 + 𝜔?@A \?CD 9𝐹"#$ \𝐹<=> 9 + 𝜔 ?CD \?@A 9𝐹<=> \𝐹"#$ 9

(2)

where 𝐹"#$ and 𝐹<=> correspond to the ontology features for
the service being requested, 𝐹"#$ ∩ 𝐹<=> indicates the set of
matching ontology features, 𝐹"#$ \𝐹<=> is the set of features that
were found in 𝑀𝑁6 but not in the requested service, in addition
to its overall effect on the capability score 𝜔?@A\?CD , and
𝐹<=> \𝐹"#$ is the set of features that were not found in 𝑀𝑁6 but
are needed in the requested service, in addition to its overall

𝐶𝑅"#$ = 𝜔(H(.I × 𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒"#$
+ 𝜔(PP6PQRI × 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒"#$
+ 𝜔V(PQ.I × 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒"#$

effect on the capability score 𝜔?CD\?@A . A capability score of
one indicates that the nodes is fully capable of providing the
requested service according to all described features. On the
contrary, a score of zero indicates that there is no match and
that the node is incapable of performing the service without a
single matching service feature.
providesService

IoT Device

Service
hasServiceType

hasServiceType

Software
Resource

Hardware
Resource

String:format

hasFunctionalProperties
hasSoftwareResourceType

Audio Effect
hasNonFunctionalProperties

Functional Properties

Float:bitRate
Int:accuracy
Int:lossRate

Non-Functional
Properties

Int:SNR
Int:cost

Fig.3. An example of different ontology classes and object properties used to
describe an IoT device’s hardware and software resources.

B. Node Characteristics
A node’s willingness to cooperate or collaborate with other
nodes in a smart city environment is determined according to
certain node characteristics. Since IoT devices (e.g. smart
phones) belong to end-users, which in reality are human beings,
devices tend to carry over similar characteristics of the user.
People in reality differ in their characteristics, for example, one
person might be open to others, while another is more
conservative. A person’s willingness to share something might
be motivated by their nature. Such human characteristics is the
driving force behind the proposed cooperative solution. By
applying three personality criteria to IoT devices, namely,
awareness, attitude and nature, a new technique is developed
to determine the willingness (i.e. probability) of a node to join
other nodes in order to compose and deliver smart city services
without reliance on the cloud. Figure 4 provides a visualization
of the three criteria and the mutual relationship between each
other.
Given the three characteristics criteria, the overall
characteristics score for a node is calculated according to (3)
and is normalized to be in the range 0 ≤ 𝐶𝑅"#$ ≤ 1, where 0
is a node characterized as unwilling to cooperate, while 1 is a
node characterized to be highly willing to cooperate.
Awareness

Attitude

Nature

Fig.4. The three node characteristics criteria and the inter-relationship between
each other.

(3)

A node’s characteristics is defined as follows:
ℂ = 〈Ψ, Ω, Φ〉

(4)

where Ψ is the node’s awareness, Ω is attitude, and Φ is nature.
Each criterion has a short- and long-term impact on a node’s
cooperative sate, and is dependent on the rest of the criteria.
Moreover, each criterion is classified into different weighted
behavior classes using fuzzy logic. The use of fuzzy logic has
been used in many different disciplines to manage and model
imprecise concepts when definitive values cannot be
determined. A fuzzy system can dynamically adjust and
manage a node’s characteristics descriptive class during the
node’s ongoing operation.
The fuzzification function adopted in this article uses a
generalized bell-shape membership function due to its
adjustability and capability to fit the behavior of node
characteristics [39]. The membership function is defined
according to (5), where 𝑎 , 𝑏 , and 𝑐 are characteristics
configuration parameters that are adjusted to fit the desired
membership data. Moreover, 𝑐 represents the exact desired
value for that fuzzified region, 𝑎 represents the fuzzified
region’s range of values, and 𝑏 reflects the slope of the curve.
0
⎧
2(𝑥
−
𝑎)m
⎪
⎪
(𝑐 − 𝑎)m
𝑓(𝑥; 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐) =
2(𝑥 − 𝑐)m
⎨
1
−
⎪
(𝑐 − 𝑎)m
⎪
1
⎩

𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 < 𝑎
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑎 ≤ 𝑥 < 𝑏
(5)
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑏 ≤ 𝑥 ≤ 𝑐
𝑓𝑜𝑟 𝑥 > 𝑐

Figure 5 provides a generalized illustration of the
fuzzification membership function.
f(x;a,b,c)
Maximum Membership

1

Slope =

-b
2a

0.5

0

c-1

c

c+a

Fig.5. Illustration of the bell-shaped fuzzification membership curve.

i)

Awareness
Awareness Ψ is defined as the node’s ability to evaluate
different situations (i.e. network behavior and surrounding
contextual state), then as a result take an action. For example,
if a node’s cognitive state determines that certain nodes in the
surrounding environment are malicious, then the node informs
the fog of the current state for actions to be taken. We rely on
the definition of awareness described in [40] to divide
awareness levels into five different states, namely, Ψ =
{αr , αm , αs , αt , αu }:
•

Primitive Awareness (𝛂𝟏 ): nodes of this state have
nearly no awareness of the surrounding environment.

Nodes cannot see beyond the problem, such that no
solutions can be identified.
Binary Awareness ( 𝛂𝟐 ): nodes can identify two
solutions to every problem, such as yes or no,
cooperative or non-cooperative, right or left, etc.
Divergent Awareness (𝛂𝟑 ): nodes of this state can
provide an advanced solution. Such a solution is not
simple or binary but rather provides more intelligent
features.
Unconditioned Awareness (𝛂𝟒 ): nodes can provide
multiple advanced solutions to a given problem.
Transcended Awareness ( 𝛂𝟓 ): nodes provide
evolving solutions through reinforced learning
methods. Such solutions advance with time and
experience.

•
•

•
•

Using the five different states of awareness, Figure 6
illustrates the fuzzified membership function for awareness.
Parameter 𝑐 , which identifies the exact desired value, is
dependent upon the fuzzified regions, identified in the figure.
Parameter 𝑎, determines the width of the membership curve
and is represented as the range of values that fall within the
specified region, such that 𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒}6V < 𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒 <
𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒}(~ . For instance, assuming a service request
which requires cooperation tolerates a node awareness rate of
about 3.2 (i.e. divergent awareness), then the midpoint 𝑐 would
be set directly at that toleration level, with an upper and lower
end points for an acceptable awareness rate, namely,
𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒}6V and 𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒}(~ .

The value of 𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒"#$ is normalized to be in the
range 0 ≤ 𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒"#$ ≤ 1 , where 0 is a node
characterized as purely primitive, while 1 is a node
characterized to be highly transcended. For instance, nodes with
high hardware and software computing power, having a variety
of network connections (e.g. Wi-Fi, Bluetooth, etc.), and having
an exhaustive training history, would result in a high awareness
rate. Having a high awareness rate would result in a higher node
characteristic score in accordance to the fuzzification function,
resulting in a higher probability of cooperation.
ii)

Attitude
Attitude Ω is the way in which a node tends to act at
different states. Such actions are derived from the current
personal and surrounding state and are highly dependent on the
other four criteria. For instance, a node that has very limited
resources at a certain time point, tends to disconnect from all
device-to-device connections to free up certain resources, and
hence would have an affect of its cooperative state. On the
contrary, if the user had a busy work schedule, then according
to the gathered history, it is determined that the node’s
resources are free of use and it is highly probable that the node
is willing to cooperate or share its resources due to having the
user rest for a certain time according to his schedule. According
to [41], human emotions or attitude are classified into four
categories, namely: happy, sad, fear, and anger. Using such
characteristics, we adapt the four categories Ω =
{βr , βm , βs , βt } to characterize node attitude which is mainly
derived from human emotions:
•
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Fig.6. Illustration of the fuzzification membership function used for
awareness.

The awareness rate is dependent on different factors,
including the other two node characteristics criteria, namely,
attitude and nature. For instance, a node described as aggressive
(i.e. aggressive nature) would have a low awareness rate due to
the minimal interaction with other nearby cooperative nodes.
Moreover, as the user’s schedule continues to be busy over
time, the awareness rate would also decrease due to the node’s
unwillingness to cooperate with other nodes. The main factors
affecting a node’s awareness rate are: hardware capabilities,
software capabilities, wired and wireless network connections,
and training history. Each factor has a weight that affects the
overall node’s awareness rate according to (6).
𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒"#$ = 𝜔•€ × 𝐻𝑊"#$ + 𝜔<€ × 𝑆𝑊"#$
+ 𝜔#€ × 𝑁𝑊"#$ + 𝜔 ƒ= × 𝑇𝑅"#$
+ 𝜔(PP6PQRI × 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒"#$
+ 𝜔V(PQ.I × 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒"#$

(6)

•

•

Enraged Attitude (𝛃𝟏 ): nodes of this state are highly
non-cooperative and non-trustworthy towards other
nodes of unknown characteristics. Such behaviour may
lead to a failure in service delivery if chosen for
cooperation.
Distressed Attitude (𝛃𝟐 ): nodes of this state have
experienced a set of negative outcomes leading to
unsatisfaction. The probability of node cooperation
under this state is considered low. For example, not
receiving the requested services according to the agreed
upon Service Level Agreement (SLA) leads to node
distress. This state is also dependent on current and
previous experiences and environmental settings.
Concerned Attitude (𝛃𝟑 ): nodes of this state possess
fear towards initiating solutions that involve
cooperation or trust. Such state is a result of previous
cooperation results leading to negative outcomes (e.g.
security concerns, incentive concerns, etc.).
Satisfied Attitude ( 𝛃𝟒 ): nodes of this state have
experienced a set of positive outcomes leading to
satisfaction. Such nodes are more likely to cooperate
and can be considered more trustworthy. For instance,
a node that received requested services according to the
agreed upon SLA is considered satisfied. This state is
dependent upon current and previous experiences and
environmental settings.

Figure 7 provides an overview of the fuzzy logic
membership function used for the attitude node characteristic.
A node’s attitude state is dependent on different factors,
namely: network status, cooperative experience, and SLA

abidance. Moreover, attitude is also highly dependent on the
awareness and node characteristics. Therefore, the overall
node’s attitude score is derived as follows:
𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒"#$ = 𝜔#€ × 𝑁𝑊"#$ + 𝜔ˆ‰ × 𝐶𝑃"#$
+ 𝜔<Š‹ × 𝑆𝐿𝐴"#$ + 𝜔(H(.I × 𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒"#$
+ 𝜔V(PQ.I × 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒"#$

(7)
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Fig.7. Illustration of the fuzzification membership function used for attitude.

The value of 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒"#$ is normalized to be in the
range 0 ≤ 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒"#$ ≤ 1 , where 0 is a node
characterized as highly enraged, while 1 is a node characterized
to be highly satisfied. For example, nodes experiencing a
network described as safe with high throughput and low delay
experience, in addition to successful cooperation results and
SLA abidance, would result in a high attitude rate. As stated
earlier, the nodes awareness and nature characteristics also play
an important role on the overall attitude score. The weight of
each factor is determined in accordance to the type of service
request. High attitude scores result in a higher node
characteristic score.
iii)

Nature
Nature Φ is highly related to a user’s personal
characteristics. For instance, a person who is highly aggressive
in nature would result also in having the node act aggressively.
Such aggressive nature might be in terms of non-cooperation,
malicious attacks, and many other aggressive behaviours. The
tendency of a node to communicate with other nodes can also
be determined based on the nature of the node. Such
characteristic is not only dependent on the other four criteria,
but is also dependent on the node’s capability. A node that does
not have device-to-device communication capabilities, will not
be able to join compositions in a direct connection, but rather
would require data to be transmitted to the base station and then
routed to other nodes which may cause increased latency. We
categorize a node’s nature characteristic into four categories
Φ = {γr , γm , γs , γt } : cooperative, peaceful, non-cooperative,
and aggressive.
•
•

•

Aggressive Nature ( 𝜸𝟏 ): nodes of this state are
considered non-cooperative. Moreover, such nodes
pose security and privacy threats towards the network.
Non-Cooperative Nature (𝜸𝟐 ): nodes of this state are
considered rarely cooperative or non-cooperative.
Although such nodes are considered non-cooperative,
they do not pose any security nor privacy issues
towards other nodes.
Peaceful Nature ( 𝜸𝟑 ): nodes of this state are
considered somewhat cooperative depending on
different factors such as user schedule and network

•

settings. Similarly, nodes of this state do not pose any
security and privacy threats.
Cooperative Nature ( 𝜸𝟒 ): nodes of this state are
considered the most willing to cooperate and do not
pose security nor privacy threats towards other nearby
and cooperating nodes.

A node’s nature characteristic is determined using different
factors such as network ranking (i.e. a rank that is given by a
trusted third party which uses service negotiations ratings to
determine a node’s behavior [33]), hardware and software
capabilities as defined in (8).
𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒"#$ = 𝜔 ƒƒ‰ × 𝑇𝑇𝑃"#$ + 𝜔•€ × 𝐻𝑊"#$
+ 𝜔<€ × 𝑆𝑊"#$ + 𝜔(H(.I × 𝑎𝑤𝑎𝑟𝑒"#$
+ 𝜔(PP6PQRI × 𝑎𝑡𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑢𝑑𝑒"#$

(8)

The state of the node is determined using a fuzzy
membership function similar to that of awareness and attitude
and is depicted in Figure 8. The value of 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒"#$ is
normalized to be in the range 0 ≤ 𝑛𝑎𝑡𝑢𝑟𝑒_𝑟𝑎𝑡𝑒"#$ ≤ 1, where
0 is a node characterized as highly aggressive, while 1 is a node
characterized to be purely cooperative.
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Fig.8. Illustration of the fuzzification membership function used for nature.

V. SERVICE COMPOSITION
Composite services are a result of a cooperative process
between different entities in the environment. Most composite
services require different nodes to collaborate and share part of
their resources and capabilities (i.e. hardware/software).
Composition may occur on three different layers: using mobile
nodes only, using a mix of mobile and fog nodes, and using fog
nodes only. The choice of the composition process is dependent
on the type of service requested and the service requirements.
Service requests that are determined to be simple and timesensitive are composed and delivered through the cooperation
of fog nodes only. For instance, cloud services that have been
decomposed and replicated to fog and edge sites will require
multiple fogs to cooperate and recompose the service whenever
requested [26]. Such compositions are referred to as simple
composite service requests. The selection of the fog nodes is
dependent on the sub-service (i.e. service unit) availability and
service delivery requirements. Such a technique is usually
simple and may not require optimization unless cost of
performing the service and profit maximization are mandatory.
This problem is out of the scope of this article and is being
investigated by the authors in another work.
In this article we focus on complex service requests that
involve the use of mobile nodes in the smart city environment.
Requests that cannot be composed due to it not being available

at the cloud nor fog and edge devices (at least partially) are
considered complex and requires the use of the capability and
characteristics mechanism introduced in the previous section to
identify capable and willing nodes to be used for the
composition process. Since the process of determining node
willingness and capability using the fuzzification function may
be time-consuming, a learning technique is adopted to select
composition patterns that have proved to provide adequate
results in terms of service quality and time-constraints. Those
composition patterns are constructed using nodes with high
cooperative scores determined with the aid of the TTPs.
Using the nodes’ cooperative scores defined in (1), a reward
matrix is derived for a service request as shown in the example
below, where each element in the matrix indicates the current
reward for executing a service 𝑠8 according to the cooperative
score 𝐶"#$ .
𝑠r
𝑀𝑁r ℝ• (𝐶"#– (𝑠r (𝑡)))
ℝ< = 𝑀𝑁m ” ℝ• (𝐶"#— (𝑠r (𝑡)))
𝑀𝑁s ℝ• (𝐶"#˜ (𝑠r (𝑡)))

𝑠m

𝑠s

ℝ• (𝐶"#– (𝑠m (𝑡))) ℝ• (𝐶"#– (𝑠s (𝑡)))
ℝ• (𝐶"#— (𝑠m (𝑡))) ℝ• (𝐶"#— (𝑠s (𝑡))) ™
ℝ• (𝐶"#˜ (𝑠m (𝑡))) ℝ• (𝐶"#˜ (𝑠s (𝑡)))

The reward ℝ• (𝐶"#$ (𝑠8 (𝑡))) for executing service unit 𝑠8 ∈
𝑆 according to the capability score 𝐶"#$ at time 𝑡 is dependent
on a history record of executions. Accordingly, the average
error is calculated as follows:
ƒ

𝐸 = œ•

(ℝI~)I'PIR (𝐶"#$ (𝑠8 (𝑡))) − ℝ('PQ(ž (𝐶"#$ (𝑠8 (𝑡))))m
2

P r

𝜕𝑡¡ ¢𝑇 (9)

where 𝑇 is the length of the history record,
ℝI~)I'PIR (𝐶"#$ (𝑠8 (𝑡))) is the expected reward at time point 𝑡,
and ℝ('PQ(ž (𝐶"#$ (𝑠8 (𝑡))) is the actual reward at time point 𝑡.
Given that the reward range is ℝ• ¤𝐶"#$ ¥𝑠8 (𝑡)¦§ − 𝐸 ≤
ℝ('PQ(ž (𝐶"#$ (𝑠8 (𝑡)))) ≤ ℝ• ¤𝐶"#$ ¥𝑠8 (𝑡)¦§ + 𝐸 , the value
function for performing 𝑠8 at time 𝑡 using mobile node 𝑀𝑁6
according to its capability score 𝐶"#$ is:
𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑁 (𝑠𝑗 (𝑡)) = 𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑁 (𝑠𝑗(𝑡−1)) + 𝜑 ¥𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑁 (𝑠𝑗 ) − 𝑉𝐶𝑀𝑁 (𝑠𝑗(𝑡−1)) ¦ (10)
𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

𝑖

where 𝑉ˆ@A (•>(P«r)) is the value function at the previous time
$
point, 𝑉ˆ@A (•>) = ℝ('PQ(ž (𝐶"#$ (𝑠8 (𝑡)))), and 𝜑 is the learning
$
rate.
Accordingly, the composition pattern is selected such that
the higher reward values are achieved using (10). The pattern is
simply the set of mobile nodes used leading to max (𝑉ˆ@A ¯•> ° ).
$
Below is an example of a pattern selected according to the
previous matrix example, where using the resources and
capabilities of mobile node 𝑀𝑁m to fulfil service unit 𝑠r , 𝑀𝑁r
for service unit 𝑠r , and 𝑀𝑁s for service unit 𝑠s , to compose the
overall requested service 𝑆, leads to the highest reward value.
𝑠r

𝑠m

𝑠s

𝑀𝑁r ℝ• (𝐶"#– (𝑠r (𝑡))) ℝ𝒔 (𝑪𝑴𝑵𝟏 (𝒔𝟐(𝒕))) ℝ• (𝐶"#– (𝑠s (𝑡)))
ℝ< = 𝑀𝑁m ” ℝ𝒔 (𝑪𝑴𝑵𝟐 (𝒔𝟏 (𝒕))) ℝ• (𝐶"#— (𝑠m (𝑡))) ℝ• (𝐶"#— (𝑠s (𝑡))) ™
𝑀𝑁s ℝ• (𝐶"#˜ (𝑠r (𝑡))) ℝ• (𝐶"#˜ (𝑠m (𝑡))) ℝ𝒔 (𝑪𝑴𝑵𝟑 (𝒔𝟑(𝒕)))

This technique is adaptable to both cooperation among
mobile nodes only and a mix of mobile nodes and fog nodes.
Whenever fog nodes are used, the capability score and reward
function are used only to identify the mobile nodes needed for
services not available at the fog nearby the service requesting
node. On the contrary, when mobile nodes are only used for the
cooperation, then the cooperation strategy is purely based on
the use of node capability score and reward functions.
VI. INTRUSION PREVENTION AND DETECTION
Many researchers have been working to solve the intrusion
detection issue in different networks and fields by using
supervised learning, unsupervised learning, and hybrid learning
mechanisms [42]-[44][47][48]. A novel classifier-ensemble for
intrusion detection by adopting Particle swarm optimization
(PSO) weights has been proposed in [49]. Furthermore, the
authors in [50] proposed a new hybrid detection system by
adopting the Support Vector Machine (SVM) and Radial Basis
Function (RBF). Their work proved the effectiveness of
heterogeneous models in comparison to homogeneous
solutions. In [51], the authors presented a hybrid approach that
uses resampling to maximize the flow in a minority class. It also
applies the ensemble method to improve the classifier
generalization. Moreover, the authors in [52] proposed an
ensemble intrusion detection mechanism to mitigate malicious
behaviors. Their AdaBoost-based ensemble algorithm was built
using three machine learning techniques, namely, Decision
Tree (DT), Artificial Neural Network (ANN), and Naive Bayes
(NB).
In our model, we split the proposed ensemble-based
intrusion detection system (E-IDS) into two layers, namely,
intrusion detection at the fog and intrusion classification at the
cloud. At the fog layer, computing resources are limited, hence,
intrusion detection is a binary procedure and has two outcomes,
either normal or abnormal. Therefore, intrusion detection does
not require complex computation resources. Moreover,
intrusion detection is considered critical, such a task requires
low latency, making the fog layer an appropriate environment
for its deployment. Intrusion classification on the other hand is
considered a complex model where multi-class classification
tasks are performed. The cloud layer is the optimal solution for
such complex computations. In summary, the proposed E-IDS
is deployed in the fog layer as the first classifier. Once an
intrusion is identified, an alert is deployed. Then, the collected
traffic will be directed to the cloud to perform the second task
(i.e. the attacks classification task). Attacks classification is
conducted using the proposed ensemble technique as well.
A. Proposed Ensemble Method
The proposed ensemble technique uses three base
classifiers, namely, Support Vector Machine (SVM), Deep
Belief Network (DBN), and eXtreme Gradient Boost
(XGBoost). All the selected classifier techniques are capable of
providing a decision boundary of the collected traffic instead of
assigning the collected traffic to normal or malicious
categories. The NSL-KDD dataset has been adopted for
training and testing. In order to maximize the ensemble
diversity, we split the NSL-KDD dataset that contains 41
features into two partial feature subsets. Such that, the basic and
content features totaling 22 features represent the fist subset and

the 19 traffic features represent the second subset. The features
undergo two parallel base classifiers, such that each contains
three classifiers. All the collected decisions from the classifiers
are combined using combiner 1 and combiner 2 as shown in
Figure 9. The results of both combiners are integrated to
produce the overall conclusion of the ensemble technique. The
majority voting rule method is adopted as the fusion technique.
NSL-KDD
Feature Subset 1

Feature Subset 2

𝑓(𝑘) = ±¯(𝑤, 𝑗) + 𝑏°
𝑘

𝑗 + 𝑏] ≥ 1

Classifier 2

Classifier 3

Classifier 1

Classifier 2

Deep Belief Network
DBN is a deep learning method which consists of numerous
Restricted Boltzmann Machines (RBM). RBM is an energy
model that consists of 𝑉 visible nodes in the input layer and 𝐻
hidden nodes in the hidden layers. 𝑣6 represents the 𝑖 unit’s
state, and ℎ8 represents the 𝑗 unit’s state. For a given state
(𝑉, 𝐻), the energy function is formulated as shown in (14) [55].
-

-

8 r

6 r8 r

where 𝑤 = (𝑊68 , 𝑎6 , 𝑏8 ) refers to RBM parameters, 𝑎6 refers to
the visible bias, 𝑏8 refers to the hidden bias, and 𝑊68 represents
the 𝑖 − 𝑗 weights.

Combiner 2
Overall Combiner

Fig.9. The proposed ensemble model.

i)

Support Vector Machine
SVM is a supervised machine learning algorithm
specialized in pattern recognition which is among the best
supervised learning algorithm techniques [53]. SVM performs
classification using a linear of non-linear separating surface that
depends on a subset of the whole dataset. This chosen subset is
the needed data to formulate the separating surface which as a
result generates the support vector set. In non-linear SVM, the
input vector is mapped into a high dimensional feature space,
such that SVM generates a linear boundary in between various
classes and maximizes the margin by adjusting the generated
boundary [54]. It also maximizes the classification by subdividing the feature space into sub-spaces. On the contrary, in
case of linear separated data, SVM aims to find the suitable
vector between hyper planes. Then, an adjustment for boundary
is performed by maximizing the distance between the nearest
data points and the boundary.
In our proposed binary classification technique, the data
points 𝑃 are represented as shown in (11) [54]:
𝑃 = {(𝑗r , 𝑘r ), (𝑗 m , 𝑘 m ), … , (𝑗 V , 𝑘 V )}

Å

𝐸 = (𝑉, 𝐻 |𝑤) = − Ä 𝑎6 𝑣6 − Ä 𝑏8 ℎ8 − Ä Ä 𝑣6 ℎ8 𝑊68 (14)

Classifier 3

6 r

Combiner 1

(13)

ii)

Å
Classifier 1

(12)

6 [(𝑤, 6 )

(11)

where 𝑗 ∈ 𝐷} and 𝑘 ∈ {−1, +1}, 𝑘 refers to the binary value
representing the classes, 𝑗 refers to the input vector, 𝐷} refers
to the whole dataset and 𝑛 is the number of training sets.
Using SVM, there will be numerous hyper-planes that
separate the two data sets. The objective is to figure out the
hyper-plane that achieves the maximum margin. All training
data falls under some restrictions as shown below [54].
for 𝑘 6 = +1, 𝑗 + 𝑏 ≥ +1
¹
for 𝑘 6 = −1, 𝑗 + 𝑏 ≤ −1
where 𝑤 refers to the boundary, 𝑗 is the input vector, and 𝑏 is
the bias.
The used decision function for data classification is
represented in (12), such that the disjoint hyper-plane must
achieve the constraints represented in (13) [54].

The probability to every possible pair of a visible and a
hidden layer is shown in (15) [55], where 𝑍 is the partition
function that is shown in (16).
𝑃(𝑣, ℎ) =

1 «Ç(Å,-)
𝑒
𝑍

𝑍 = Ä 𝑒 «Ç(Å,-)

(15)
(16)

Å,-

From (15) and (16), the probability that the network assigns
to a visible layer is shown in (17) [55].
𝑃(𝑣) =

1
Ä 𝑒 «Ç(Å,-)
𝑍

(17)

-

iii)

eXtreme Gradient Boost
To speed up the detection procedure, the XGBoost
technique is used. XGBoost is considered a machine boosting
technique and was designed for speed performance purposes
using gradient-boosted decision trees [56]. XGBoost belongs to
the Distributed Machine Learning Community (DMLC) which
benefits from taking advantage of resources and memory for
tree boosting algorithms as well as accomplishing main
gradient mechanisms such as Regularized Boosting, Stochastic
Boosting, and Gradient Boosting. XGBoost is considered an
effective technique to reduce computation time. It applies the
decision tree algorithm to the dataset and classifies the data.
The mathematical algorithm makes predictions 𝑝6 based on
the trained data 𝑇6 . For example, in a linear model, the
prediction is based on a combination of weighted input features
such as 𝑝′6 = ∑8 𝜃8 𝑝68 [57]. Where 𝜃 refers to the parameters
and 𝑝68 refers to the predicted value used for classification
purposes. XGBoost adds the predictions of all formed trees and
optimizes the result. The objective function contains two parts:
the first part represents the regularization (𝑅) which helps in
keeping the model complexity in the desired boundaries as well
as eliminating the over-fitting of data, the second part
represents the training loss (𝐿) as shown in (18) [57].
𝑂𝑏𝑗𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑣𝑒(𝜃) = 𝑅(𝜃) + 𝐿(𝜃)

iv)

The Combiner Method

(18)

Let 𝑐ž ∈ 𝐝 denote the class of an example 𝑥 predicted by a
classifier 𝐴ž , and let a counting function 𝐺ž be defined as:
if 𝑐 = 𝑐Ò , 𝐺Ò (𝑐ž ) = 1
Ð ž
if 𝑐ž ≠ 𝑐Ò , 𝐺Ò (𝑐ž ) = 0
where 𝑐ž and 𝑐Ò refer to the 𝑐 classes. The class 𝑐Ò total vote
counts can be represented as in (19) [58].
?

𝑉Ò = Ä 𝐺Ò (𝑐ž )

(19)

ž r

The predicted class 𝑐 for an example 𝑥 using the algorithm
set 𝑆 is defined to be a class that gains the majority vote as
shown in (20), where 𝑘 ∈ {1, … , 𝐶} [58].
𝑐 = 𝐴(𝑥) = max (𝑉Ò )

(20)

VII. SIMULATION RESULTS
Simulations were conducted using NS-3 to test the
performance of the proposed method against traditional fogbased solutions. Up to 100 mobile nodes are connected to fog
nodes using an LTE network through enhanced NodeB (eNB)
base stations. The coverage of each LTE network is 7 km with
30 dBm transmission power. Fog nodes are connected to the
cloud using a number of gateways. Mobile nodes communicate
directly with each other for cooperation purposes using WLAN
access points with a data rate of 54 Mbps. Mobile node
movement speed was set at 1-2 m/s, in which each is equipped
with WLAN and LTE interfaces. Fog nodes communicate
together through gateways. Table I summarizes the settings and
configurations adapted in the simulator. The simulations
conducted targeted testing the effectiveness of the cooperation
and intrusion detection strategies. The simulation performance
metrics used to test the proposed solution are: i) service hit ratio
– defined as the success rate of discovering and retrieving the
requested services, ii) service composition delay – defined as
the time taken to compose a service from the time a service is
requested, iii) the number of suspicious nodes identified given
the trustworthiness criteria discussed in Section IV, and iv) the
accuracy rate (AR), false negative rate (FNR), and detection
rate (DR) of the proposed intrusion detection algorithm.

TABLE I. SIMULATION SETTINGS AND CONFIGURATIONS
Simulation parameter Value
Simulator
NS-3
Operational area
1500 x 1500 meters
Density
5 – 100 mobile nodes
Mobility model
Random Way-point
Mobile node speed
1-2 m/s
Access points
LTE eNB (30 dBm), IEEE 802.11g
(54 Mbps)
Message exchange
10 ms
frequency
Packet size
1500 Bytes

A. Service Hit Ratio
Service hit ratio is one of the main advantages achieved
through cooperation. As more nodes collaborate, the
probability of composing the requested service increases.
Figure 10 depicts the service hit ratio for three solutions,
namely, the proposed mobile node and fog cooperative solution
(CP-MN), the cooperative fog solution (CP-FG), and the
traditional F2C solution (F2C). From the figure, it can be seen
that as the number of cooperative nodes increases, the overall
service hit ratio remains high. On the contrary, the other two
solutions experience a sharp decrease in the service hit ratio as
the number of nodes join the network. This is due to having
more complex service requests that cannot be composed
without the reliance on a plethora of hardware and software
capabilities found using the cooperative mobile node and fog
solution (i.e. CP-MN).
100
Service Hit Ratio (%)

In our model, we adopt the Simple Majority Voting (SMV)
rule as the fusion technique to combine outputs together. The
majority voting rule aims to direct the collected traffic to the
majority class between the classifiers' outputs. Consider 𝐝 is a
set of 𝐷 records in the adopted dataset and 𝐜 is a set of 𝐶
classes. An algorithm set 𝐴 = {𝐴r , 𝐴m , … , 𝐴? } is defined, which
contains the 𝐹 classifiers used for voting [58]. Each example
𝑑 ∈ 𝐝 is assigned to have one of the 𝐶 classes. Each classifier
will have its prediction for each example. The final class
assigned to each example is the class predicted by the majority
of classifiers (gaining the majority votes) for this example. This
can be formulated as follows [58].
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Fig.10. Overall service hit ratio for the cooperative solutions (CP-MN and CPFG) and the traditional F2C solution.

B. Service Composition Delay
The time taken to compose a service as more nodes join the
environment and request services was also considered in the
simulation tests. Figure 11 depicts the results, highlighting the
significance in delay reduction using CP-MN. As more nodes
join the network, relying on the traditional F2C solution results
in significantly high delays due to resource unavailability. The
CP-FG solution provides a better alternative with reduced
delays. Fogs are cooperative and thus can share resources
whenever needed. The CP-MN solution on the other hand
provides the best solution. By having multiple cooperative
nodes share resources and capabilities, composite services can
be delivered in a fraction of time when compared to the CP-FG
and F2C solutions. We assume that all service units are
available using the three solutions. Realistically speaking,
certain service units might not be available using the traditional
cloud solution.
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Fig.11. Experienced delay for service retrieval (composed services) using
cooperative and non-cooperative solutions.

C. Suspicious Nodes
The adopted cooperative node characteristics solution
provides high accuracy in terms of identifying potential
suspicious nodes. Using the proposed three criteria node
characteristics, a significant number of threats are identifiable.
As seen from Figure 12, using the proposed CP-MN solution,
the number of suspicious nodes identified is significantly higher
than the traditional fog and cloud solutions. For instance, in a
network environment of 100 mobile nodes, up to 20 nodes are
identified as either suspicious or malicious (i.e. noncooperative and may harm the cooperation process), as opposed

Fig.13. AR, DR, and FNR comparison between three classifiers in the first
features sub-set.

to the cooperative fog solution (10 suspicious nodes) and the
traditional F2C solutions (5 suspicious nodes).
D. Intrusion Detection
The Knowledge Discovery in Data mining CUP 1999
(KDDCup99) dataset is a subset of the Defense Advanced
Research Projects Agency (DARPA) data-set [59]. The NSLKDD dataset is an improved version of the KDD'99 dataset
which was introduced to tackle KDD'99 issues such as omitting
all redundant records in the training and testing datasets, and
the number of records in training and testing datasets are
reasonable compared to the ones in KDD'99 [60]. In the NSLKDD dataset, each network connection contains a total of 41
features and each data record represents feature values of a class
in the network data flow, where each class is labeled as either
attack or normal. Attack types are classified into the following
pre-defined groups of intrusive behavior: Denial of Service
(DoS), Remote to Local (R2L), User to Root (U2R), and Probe
[59]. The NSL-KDD dataset is used to test the proposed
intrusion detection solution, such that each connection record
contains 41 features and is labeled as normal or attack.
In each trial, we trained and tested the model. In the training
phase, the three base classifiers, namely, SVM classifier, DBN
classifier and, the XGBoost classifier, are built using the
training dataset, namely, KDDTrain+. The testing dataset then
undergo into each classifier in order to recognize malicious
behaviors in the fog layer as well as to classify the intrusion
types in the cloud layer. The solution is evaluated using
standard intrusion detection measurements such as: accuracy
rate (AR), false negative rate (FNR), and detection rate (DR).
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Fig.12. Identifying suspicious and malicious nodes using three different
techniques.

Fig.14. AR, DR, and FNR comparison between three classifiers in the second
features sub-set.

Each run is performed for 10 trials and the average is recorded
in order to mitigate the inaccuracy and variation factor. Figure
13 shows the AR, DR and FNR comparison between the three
adopted classifiers (SVM, DBN and XGBoost) for the first
NSL-KDD features subset. It is clear that XGBoost
outperforms the other two classifiers. A similar comparison of
AR, DR and FNR between the three classifiers for the second
NSL-KDD features sub-set was conducted. Results are shown
in Figure 14. Figure 15 represents the AR, DR, and FNR
comparison between the combiners (SMV).

[4]

[5]

[6]

[7]
[8]

[9]

[10]

[11]
Fig.15. AR, DR, and FNR of the two combiners compared to the overall
combiner.

VIII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
This paper introduced a solution to compose complex
services with the aid of a fuzzification and reinforcement
learning technique which depends on node “willingness” and
“capability” characteristics. Node capabilities are determined
through ontological property descriptions, while node
willingness uses the node’s level of intelligent awareness,
attitude and nature towards task distribution and collaboration.
Moreover, an ensemble-based intrusion detection system is
developed that uses three base classifiers, namely, SVM, DBN,
and XGBoost. Intrusion detection and classification are
conducted separately at both the fog and cloud layers.
Simulation tests conducted on the cooperative service
composition solution against other cooperative and noncooperative solutions revealed its superiority and adequacy in
terms of efficient service composition and delivery latency, and
intrusion detection. For future work, we plan to develop a
decentralized service composition solution using block chain
technology. The solution will not rely on service mediators nor
intermediate network provider entities. Participants will be
rewarded by cloud and fog entities for solving complex
composition processes. Such a solution will reduce power
usage of fog and cloud datacenters and provide even more
diversified and sustainable smart city services.
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